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There’s good, there’s better...
and then there is Quick•Step® Colonial
Forget everything you thought you knew about laminate flooring;
Quick-Step Colonial is here.
For many years, Quick-Step has set the benchmark of quality laminate
flooring across Australia and the world. Leaders in innovation and
offering only the finest in quality flooring, the Quick-Step Colonial Range
is testament to a never ending desire to have the most amazing products
available; design, style and practical performance are hallmarks of the
Quick-Step design and development team.
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SPOTTED GUM

As the first European Laminate Flooring Producer to develop a range of
authentic Australian Products, Quick-Step is proud to launch the Colonial
Collection. On offer, a collection of the most popular and stylish Australian
Hardwoods available, each design affording incredible authenticity with
the technically superior features you can expect of a Quick-Step Floor.

Inspired by the great outdoors with a rich blend of brown tones,
Spotted Gum is as true to nature as the NSW hardwood that has fast
become Australia’s most popular wood flooring species. Let the light in,
then relax and enjoy.

SPOTTED GUM I COLONIAL LPE 11001

SYDNEY BLUE GUM I COLONIAL LPE 11002

JARRAH I COLONIAL LPE 11003

BLACKBUTT I COLONIAL LPE 11000

The printed designs give an idea of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not contractual. The patterns shown are only a sample and not a full
overview of all the different nuances within the design.

SYDNEY BLUE GUM
Warm and decorative, Sydney Blue Gum brings that expansive modern interior look to
any residential or commercial application. It’s fresh, original and peaceful to the eye.
Its range of subtle hues are inspirational and inviting.
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JARRAH I COLONIAL LPE 11003

JARRAH
Rich and mysterious, our Jarrah floors are full of deep tones offering a great range of natural
shades. You’ll immediately appreciate the clear cut look and striking statement it makes.

BLACKBUTT I COLONIAL LPE 11000

BLACKBUTT
The Blackbutt look is striking and inspirational, its large straight grains give it a very warm and
ecological feel. Its impressive palette of colours means that it goes with virtually anything, leaving you
to define the decor in the rest of the room. The level of natural timber features ensures almost perfect
replication, as if touched by Mother Nature herself!

Just some of the unrivalled benefits only Quick•Step® Colonial offers include:
• The most authentic collection of Australian Hardwoods made in laminate flooring
anywhere in the world... all made by the best producer of laminate flooring in the world
when it comes to innovation and technical prowess.
• As authentic as possible was the primary brief for the dedicated Quick-Step
designers when creating the Colonial Collection. That’s why there is so much variation.
Most other laminate brands offer no more than 10 pattern repeats...
Quick-Step Colonial stands in a class of its own.
• Stunning dimensions are a real feature with each board over 2 metres long and an
ideal 156mm wide. Unlike natural wood, Quick-Step Colonial is colourfast, with no short
boards, cracks or splits.
• A 25 Year Residential Wear Warranty offering peace of mind and enduring
beauty. Commercial warranties are also readily available on request.
• The Uniclic Joining System is the world’s best and most versatile joining system,
invented by Quick-Step. The Uniclic joining system is renowned all over the world and
preferred by most professional installers. It also lends itself perfectly to do-it-yourself installation.
• Unrivalled Dimensional Stability. Your Quick-Step floor is guaranteed to stay in
shape thanks to precision production engineering that makes sure the tensions in the joins
are evenly distributed.
• The Perfect Finish. Quick-Step leaves nothing to chance when it comes to creating
an interior you can truly be proud of. With a range of underlays and installation
accessories, you can be assured that you can achieve the look you deserve.
With a passion for design and with Mother Nature as our biggest source of inspiration, you’ll see
why Quick-Step is the Number One in laminate floors.
If you are looking at new floor coverings and have not yet seen the Colonial Range “in the
flesh”, call into your local Quick-Step Retailer today. More information is also available online at
www.quick-step.com.au and www.premiumfloors.com.au

*

* Some of the test methods are not fully applicable on this product.
9.5mm - 1.919m2 - 2050 x 156 x 9.5mm 6
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